Mon holds national-level political dialogue in Ye

THE opening ceremony of the National-level Political Dialogue for ethnic Mon people was held yesterday at the People’s Sports Stadium in Ye Township, Mon State.

At the ceremony, Kyikmaraw Township, Yamanya, Nikaya Kwa Line Monastery Sayadaw Bhaddanta Kaytumala delivered the opening speech. This was followed by a speech from the National Reconciliation and Peace Center (NRPC) Vice Chairman (2) Dr. Tin Myo Win, who expressed his delight over the present event taking place after the New Mon State Party signed the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA). He spoke about the importance of establishing a federal union based on democracy.

Union Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement (SWRR) Dr. Win Myat Aye, accompanied by Deputy Minister U Soe Aung and Kachin State Minister for Social Affairs Dr. Thin Lwin met with conflict-struck displaced persons in Kachin State at the temporary camps in Tan Phe Village, Myitkyina Township, Kachin State.
Union Minister for Home Affairs attends 72nd Myanmar Fire Service Day celebration

UNION Minister for Home Affairs Lt-Gen Kyaw Swe attended and addressed the 72nd Myanmar Fire Service Day celebration held at the parade ground of the Myanmar Fire Service Department headquarters at Oat Pone Sate Road, Mayangon Township, Yangon Region yesterday morning.

At the event, the Union Minister for Home Affairs conferred the Ye Bala title to two personnel, the Ye Thurein title to one personnel and the Ye Kyawthu title to five personnel.

In his speech at the event, the Union Minister said it had been 72 years since the fire service was started as a force conducting social service, and now its personnel were serving with a strong belief of protecting the country and the people. The event is held with the aim of ensuring the present service personnel remember and honour the incomparable value, motivation, dedication, sacrifice and spirit of the personnel of the past. The Myanmar Fire Service Department was formed to protect the lives and properties of the people in the country from fires and natural disasters. As the country develops, balanced training and preparation with the three fundamentals of manpower, support materials and technologies need to be conducted against dangers in the form of natural disasters, chemical, biological and radiactive materials. With a view to preparing for the future, the organisation and capabilities of the Fire Service Department were expanded and more equipment and machinery were added. To provide the best service to the people with added forces, it is most important to prepare and practice with the latest technology and knowledge. As the capabilities of every Fire Service Department personnel affects the safety of the people, as well as the construction of the nation, they need to train and develop their capabilities, said the Union Minister.

After the parading companies and fire engines marched past the Union Minister, a “Brave Heart” competition to test individual capability, team search and rescue “Rip-it-off” competition for car accidents, demonstration of fire engines and equipment from Poland and company-level earthquake search and rescue demonstrations were conducted.

The Union Minister and his wife then presented awards to personnel who took part in the parade. Later, the Union Minister and guests viewed the modern firefighting equipment displayed at the exhibition.

The Myanmar Fire Service Day celebration was attended by Union Minister for Home Affairs Lt-Gen Kyaw Swe and his wife, Union Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement Dr. Win Myat Aye, Deputy Ministers, heads, senior officials and personnel of forces and departments under the Ministry of Home Affairs, members of Myanmar Veterans’ Organisation and Myanmar Mothers’ and Child Welfare Association, donors, artists and invited guests.

Following the celebration, the document of honour and prize presenting ceremony were held at the Myanmar Fire Service Department headquarters at Thida Hall. Myanmar Fire Service Department Director General and senior officers presented awards to winners of the Brave Heart and Rip-it-off competitions, best company awards to parading companies at the 72nd Myanmar Fire Service Day parade, model fire station award and many other awards and documents of honour; it is learnt.—Myanmar News Agency
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equality and self-determination rights. He added that to establish this, National-level Political Dialogues are held to discuss the requirements, desires, wishes and views of the ethnic nationals. As such, at this National-level Political Dialogue, ethnic Mon people can present their requirements, desires, wishes and views, said Dr. Tin Myo Win.

Later, speeches were delivered by Chairman of New Mon State Party Nai Hlawn Mon; Mon State Chief Minister Dr. Aye Zan; U Khin Zaw Oo, U Khan Myint Tun and U Saw Tun Aung Myint of the Union Peace Dialogue Joint Committee (UPD-JC) government group; ethnic armed organization group and political party group; All Mon Region Democracy Party central executive committee member Nai Kyan Vit; and Mon National Party Vice Chairman Nai Ngwe Thein, while organizing committee Chairman Nai Ban-ayar Lae explained the works done for the National-level Political Dialogue.

In the afternoon, the dialogues were continued by groups. Proposals on the fundamental principles of the political sector were discussed at the Mon Dhammayone (meeting hall), proposals on the fundamental principles of the social sector to build a federal union and proposals on the fundamental principles of the federal economy were discussed in two separate meeting halls of Basic Education High School No. 1 and proposals on the principles of the farmland and environmental sector were discussed at the Tapalin Nasu Dhammayone.

The three-day dialogue will be held until 7 May and the 500 representatives in attendance will discuss in groups on the four sectors, as designated by the UPDJC.

Present at the dialogue were monks, officials from NRPC, UPDJC, all levels of the Joint Ceasefire Monitoring Committee, Mon State Chief Minister and state government members, Mon State Hluttaw Deputy Speaker and representatives, members of the National-level Political Dialogue managing committee, officials from ethnic armed organizations, representatives of groups and observers.—Mon State (IPRD)

SWRR Union Minister meets ...
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Displaced persons from In Jan Done, In Gaing Kaung and Inlotyan villages expressed their appreciation for the assistance provided and requested help in moving the remaining people from the villages to a safe place. They stated that this was their priority, above any other form of support and assistance. Later, Ks675,000 for children below five years in the camp, Ks1.4 million for expecting mothers, Ks3.4 million for people with disabilities, Ks185,000 for women-led households and one month ration of rice, cooking oil, salt and beans for 880 displaced persons in the camp were provided and accepted by officials. In addition to this, an over 100-year-old woman, an over 90-year-old man and woman were met with separately and provided aid, it is learnt.—MNA
MPC’s 2nd paper reading session, book sales festival kicks off

THE opening ceremony of the Myanmar Press Council’s (MPC) second paper reading session, conducted under the theme of “Democratic State of Myanmar and the establishment of a strong fourth pillar”, was held at the Information Ministry’s Printing and Publishing Department (PPD) Central Press Building, Theinbyu Street, Yangon, yesterday morning.

At first, Yangon Region Hluttaw Speaker U Tin Maung Tun, PPD Director-General U Aung Myo Myint and paper reading session organising committee chairman MPC Vice Chairman (1) U Ohn Kyaing (Hanthawady U Ohn Kyaing) cut the ceremonial ribbon to open the MPC’s second paper reading session and book sales festival, and then visited the bookshops in the compound.

Next, the opening ceremony of MPC’s second paper reading session was held at the PPD Hall where Yangon Region Hluttaw Speaker said knowledge is gained when experts read papers, and by holding such a paper reading session, many unknown topics become known. Citizens and the youth will also be encouraged to read books and literature. Thus, holding of similar events should continue, said the Yangon Region Hluttaw Speaker.

Paper reading session organising committee chairman MPC Vice Chairman (1) U Ohn Kyaing (Hanthawady U Ohn Kyaing) said, “If journalists and media personnel ask whether there is press freedom today, my view is things such as freedom are neither asked for, nor can they be owned. The duty and responsibility of journalists/media personnel is to write to serve the people; and as the eyes of the people, they have to write what they know and see. This is our right as journalists and media personnel. This right is also granted under the Constitution. This paper reading session was held with the aim of establishing a strong ‘fourth pillar’, the media, when a democratic system is established.”

Later, paper reading session organising committee chairman, committee members, moderators, authors of the papers and invited guests took a commemorative group photo.

The ceremony was attended by chairmen and officials of MPC, literature, printing, publishing and news media organisations, Myanmar Writers Association, Myanmar Motion Picture Organisation, Myanmar Music Association, invited guests and media personnel.

The book sale festival consisted of more than a hundred bookshops, which were visited by book lovers and the public.

At the paper reading morning session, which was held after the opening ceremony, moderators MPC Vice Chairman (1) Dr. Myo Thant Tin and MPC information official U Myint Kyaw introduced the authors of the papers.

U Ohn Kyaing (Hanthawady U Ohn Kyaing) and U Ye Myint Pe then read their papers titled “Democratic State of Myanmar and the establishment of a strong fourth pillar” and “Image of the life of a journalist.”

In the afternoon at the paper reading session, moderators MPC member U Chit Naing (Chit Naing – Philosophy) and MPC joint secretary (2) U Kyaw Swa Min introduced the authors of the papers.

Dr. Tin Hlaing (Bo Hlaing) and Professor Dr. Myint Maung Maung then read their papers titled “Establishment of Myanmar Press Council and its future work” and “New media sector and public health.” The authors of the papers responded to questions raised by the attendees of the paper reading session, and the PPD Director-General presented cash awards to the moderators and authors of the papers.

The paper reading session will continue on 6 May, where Dr Maung Maung San, U Myat Khaing (MJA), U Naing Maung and U Kyi Naing (MWU), U Nyunt Tin (Maung Nyein Thu – Gyo滨kauk (MWA), U Chit Win Maung (MJU) and U Zeya (Thargyi Maung Zeya) will read papers titled “World of the Jimmy and our world”, “Battles of press freedom”, “Review of present news media”, “Journalists and ethics”, “Status of media freedom during the NLD government”, and “Rakhine State affair and usage of a peaceful newspaper”, respectively.—Yi Yi Myint, Ohnmar Thant III

Our country can retain its former glory

We have much to carry on fulfilling the hopes and needs of the people of the country. We must press on until our citizens have their dignity raised and our country can retain its former glory on the global stage. (Excerpt from the speech by President U Win Myint at the ceremony to take oath of office at Pyidaungsu Hluttaw on 30th March 2018)

Collective strength is vital to build peace and stability which we need. We need to have mutual understanding and mutual respect as the basic foundation to bring to an end the armed conflicts which have existed for many years among the ethnic nationalities. We can make this foundation strong with our collective strength. (Excerpt from the speech by State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi on the 2nd Anniversary of NLD Government on 1st April 2018)
Tourist arrivals fall in Myanmar

THE number of tourists who visited Myanmar from January to March this year declined by 3 per cent compared with the same period last year, according to a report in Myawady Daily yesterday.

Myanmar received some 920,000 tourists from January to March, compared to the 950,000 tourists in 2017, according to the Ministry of Hotels and Tourism.

“Some of the trips were cancelled because of negative media publicity. The political situation does not really impact tourism, but such matters should be handled through the media,” said Daw Khin Than Win, deputy director-general of Directorate of Hotels and Tourism.

Tourists arriving from Western countries fell this year compared to the same period last year. In contrast, more tourists from Japan, China, Thailand and South Korea visited Myanmar this year.

“Tourists visiting Inle have declined slightly. If we compare the nationwide figures, the numbers have not dropped significantly. We are trying to ensure the Myanmar tourist industry is stable,” said U Yan Win, chairman of Myanmar Tourism Federation.

The number of tourists entering Myanmar has declined significantly because of the Rakhine conflict in August 2017. — GNLM

8th property expo to be held in Yangon

THE eighth property expo in Myanmar will be showcased by iMyanmarHouse.com from 11 to 13 May 2018 at the Tatmadaw Exhibition Hall in Yangon.

“This exhibition will be organised by iMyanmarHouse.com in Yangon. iMyanmarHouse.com has showcased similar expos in Mandalay, Taunggyi, Sittwe, Pathin and Singapore. More than 50 property companies will participate in the three-day event. Installment schemes and special discounts will be available on the sale of some apartments. Banks will participate in the expo to provide information on loans,” said U Nay Min Tha, managing director of iMyanmarHouse.com.

The prices start upwards of Ks20 million for apartments and between Ks50 million and Ks500 million for condo apartments. Some apartments will be sold on the installment payment scheme that could last a year or up to 25 years.

Besides these, U Win Zaw, chairman of Construction and Housing Development Bank; U Than Oo, vice chairman-1 of Myanmar Real Estate Services Association; Daw Moh Moh Aung, general secretary of Myanmar Real Estate Services Association; Daw Mee Moe Tin, director of Rural Area Development Department and sub-general secretary-2 from Myanmar Real Estate Services Association; U Kyaw Sithu, sales director of Golden City; U Peter, business consultant of Aung Thamardi Real Estate Co. Ltd; U Myo Myint, managing director of MKT construction; U Soe Win Naing, director of Prefect World Real Estate; U Sai Khung Nsung, vice chairman-1 of Myanmar Real Propert Development Association; U Myat Thu Win, chairman of Shwe Minn Tha Foundation; U Lin Thet Nyoun, CEO of Myanmar Land Institute; U Thet Naing Oo, CEO of Maverick Real Estate; and Hlitaw Laywer Maung Kaung Phyu will give talks on the topic of real estate during the event.—Nyein Nyein

Losses due to fire in Kayin State exceed Ks92 million

THE total amount of losses caused due to fires in Kayin State last year was more than Ks91 million, according to figures released by the Fire Services Department.

The data showed that in 2017, the state saw a total of 44 accidents involving fire, consisting of 16 fires due to negligence of people, 13 electrical fires, seven kitchen fires and two forest fires. The total loss as a result of damage to property caused by fires was Ks92.088 million.

The Kayin State Fire Services Department is accelerating its fire prevention tasks at factories, workshops, and fuel stations to reduce accidents involving fire in the state to protect people and their properties. — Saw Myo Min Thein (IPRD)
Bilateral trade with France exceeds $244 million in current FY

THE Myanmar-France bilateral trade value exceeded US$234 million this fiscal year (FY), including $176 million in imports, which was greater than the value of exports, according to the latest statistics of the commerce ministry.

From last April to this February, Myanmar exported a wide range of domestically produced products to France, valued at $68.187 million. In February alone, bilateral exports were valued at $9.957 million. Myanmar exports vegetables, certain roots and tubers, clothing accessories, textile products, charcoal, pearls and wood to France, while its imports from the European member state cover machinery, mechanical appliances, plastic products, pharmaceutical products, glassware, paper and paperboard.

According to the ministry’s data, trade between the two countries amounted to $176 million last FY. The bilateral trade was $110 million in the 2015-2016 FY, $61 million in the 2014-2015 FY, $36 million in the 2013-2014 FY, $48 million in the 2012-2013 FY and $81 million in the 2011-2012 FY.

France’s investment in Myanmar reached $7.34 million through 14 projects in the current FY, according to the Directorate of Investment and Company Administration (DICA).—Swe Nyein

Border trade through Myeik up by $16.8 million this FY

THE cross-border trade between Myanmar and the Kingdom of Thailand via Myeik station exceeded US$27 million in the current transitional fiscal year (FY), with exports worth $22.5 million and imports worth $4.6 million, according to the Ministry of Commerce.

The total border trade through Myeik saw an increase in value of $16.8 million, in comparison with the same period last year.

Between 1 and 20 April, exports from the Myeik border rose by $15.9 million, while imports from the same gate showed a slight increase by $0.935 million.

The bilateral trade value from all Myanmar-Thailand cross-border points reached $82.499 million during the period.

Myanmar carries out the export and import business with Thailand via seven border trade camps: Tachilek, Myawady, Kawthoung, Myeik, Nabulae/Hteekhee, Mawtaung and Maese.

Myanmar imports clothing, foodstuffs, cosmetics, footwear, medicines, consumer products, machinery, raw materials and other products from Thailand. Its exports to the Southeast Asian country mainly comprise marine products, agriculture products, raw materials and miscellaneous items.

According to the yearly official statistical report of the ministry, the trade value from the Myeik border trade camp was $155.101 million in the 2012-13 FY, $154.422 million in the 2013-14 FY, $145.999 million in the 2014-15 FY, $170.999 million in the 2015-16 FY, $209.326 million in the 2016-17 FY and $258.445 million in the 2017-18.—Shwe Khine

Ministry revokes licences of hotels, companies violating rules

THE Ministry of Hotels and Tourism has revoked and suspended the business licence of a few hotels and tour companies that were issued permits in the last two years, according to a report in Myawady Daily yesterday.

The Ministry of Hotels and Tourism granted licences to 283 hotels and motels with 13,004 rooms to operate from April 2016 to March 2018.

During the two-year period, the ministry revoked the licences of three hotels and suspended the licence of another three for three months for violation of the hotels and guest houses licences, rules and Regulations.

Similarly, the ministry granted tour licences to 1,097 companies from April 2016 to March 2018. Among these, two local guide licences were suspended for three months. The ministry granted 1,902 guide licences from April 2016 to March 2018. Among these, one local guide licence was suspended for six months and another was suspended for three months.—GNLM
Performance of Chin State Government in 2nd Year in Office

By Honey Win (MNA)

The Chin State Government has made concerted efforts to achieve all-round development in all socio-economic sectors. In order to spur sustainable development, plans are under way to support and encourage small and medium-sized enterprises, development of health and education sectors, and conservation of the natural environment.

The authorities concerned of the Chin State Government have been able to serve the interest of the people in Chin State with sweeping reforms in various spheres during the two-year period in office.

With a view to ensuring the improvement of socio-economic status of local residents, peace and stability in the region and rule of law and multi-sector development, the Chin State Government has made dramatic efforts to improve transport infrastructure, electricity and agriculture that are favourable to the region’s soil, to support its strategies to develop the area’s tourism sector and to promote small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the region.

The Chin State Government is committed to providing necessary assistance for regional development tasks, improving the telecommunications system, constructing the inter-township road, availability of electricity and upgrading of schools and hospitals presented by officials concerned.

Transportation Sector

The Chin State Government has made an effort to improve the transportation infrastructure, 50 percent of the state budget is now being used to reconstruct and reinforce the roads, to make them operational in all seasons.

The land in the state is hard on top and soft underneath, which means landslides are common, rendering it difficult to get around. Thus it is a good initiative to improve road infrastructure. With better mobility, the local residents can be able to implement the process of the regional development.

Moreover plans are under way to construct a road from Tedim Township to Paletwa Township and the Paletwa-Meeza-Shinletwa Road that will start from the western bank of the Kaladan River in the state.

Another construction of the Kaladan River-Crossing Bridge (Paletwa) is 1900 feet long and located on the western bank of the Kaladan River.

With the cooperation of the Ministry of Construction, the construction of the Kaladan River-Crossing Bridge is under construction and the project has completed nearly 33 per cent now. The cost of the Kaladan River-Crossing Bridge has utilized from the Chin State Government fund and this river-crossing bridge is required for convenience of the local residents who cannot directly come to Paletwa by motorcar.

Upon completion of the projects, the socio-economic status of the local people will improve and they will have a chance to export their products to other areas.
To promote SMEs, the Chin State Government has made an effort to improve SMEs’ access to bank loans, support the role of women, focus more on organic farming and value-added products and boost border trade with India through trade points.

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

It is of great importance to educate the local people in financial management to know where the wastage is. And in the financing sector, they need to know a business plan as well as a sustainable plan. Some SMEs are operating without any business plan and target. Only if they have such plans and targets will their enterprises develop. Efforts should be made to promote business structure, accounting, taxation, market management, human resource management and capital management.

To promote SMEs, the Chin State Government has made an effort to improve SMEs’ access to bank loans, support the role of women, focus more on organic farming and value-added products and boost border trade with India through trade points. There are four SME zones and the state government has laid down the strategic plans which cover 23 points. As SMEs are major contributors to Myanmar’s economy and job creation in Chin State, it is of paramount importance to tackle challenges, create business opportunities, upgrade technology and settle financing issues. To implement the policies of the government such as national reconciliation, internal peace, raising the social living standards of the local people in the regions is important and plays a major role. For the equitable development in regions and States, peace needs to prevail throughout the whole country.

(Translated by William Ko)
Lawyers and social media regulations in Myanmar

By U Han Nyunt (Law)

Introduction

S

EVENTEEN migrant miners were killed on 5 May in the latest accident in a Hpakant mine when a wall of earth collapsed on them while they were digging jade for jade miners. The deadly landslide in Hpakant, Kachin State, has prompted authorities to take urgent steps to prevent further disasters.

As part of the preventive measures against landslides, local authorities have formed inspection teams at the ward and village level to regularly inspect more than 10 mountains of dumped soil in the township. Authorities also removed makeshift tents in the area.

The tragedy has sent a message to local residents to follow safety rules.

The environment in Hpakant has been deteriorating for some decades. Environmental conservation is very weak, and companies continue to use heavy machinery in their jade mining operations.

When miners began using heavy machinery to extract jade from mines in Myanmar in 2005, migrant workers across the country flooded into the area to scrape small jade stones in the discarded soil.

To prevent landslides, local authorities have suggested that mines stop operating in risk areas closer to safer areas and that mining companies dump their waste in accordance with technical safety rules.

They issued an order to visit the squatters and erected warning signboards in the risk areas, but the miners have not fully cooperated with them, according to local authorities.

At the same time, mining companies should follow suggestions for sale due to a technical point of view, an expert pointed out.

The report also suggested raising awareness of “risk factors” in mining areas in regards to landslides. Such a programme would be aimed at providing knowledge to mine miners and local authorities.

Miners, companies must follow rules to avoid disasters in Hpakant jade mines

The expert also suggested raising awareness of “risk factors” in mining areas in regards to landslides. Such a programme would be aimed at providing knowledge to mine miners and local authorities.

So far, the experts have suggested that mining sites in regards to landslides. Such a programme would be aimed at providing knowledge to mine miners and local authorities.
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Sixth batch of UEHRD youth volunteers distributes aids in Rakhine State

THE sixth batch of Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Assistance, Resettlement and Development in Rakhine (UEHRD) youth volunteers distributed humanitarian aid comprising rice, cooking oil, peas, salt, onions, canned fish, potatoes and milk powder to Maungtaw Township, Shwe Zar village tract, Shwe Zar village and Gone Nar village yesterday.

In the same way, on 3 March, the sixth batch of UEHRD youth volunteers offered similar humanitarian assistance to Mro and Khami ethnic nationals in Maungtaw Township, Thit Tone Nar Gwa Sone village tract, Thit Tone Nar Gwa Sone Village.

The youth volunteers also provided rice, cooking oil, salt, onions, canned fish, potatoes and milk powder to 716 persons in 134 households of Kaing Gyi (Mro) village and Kaing Gyi (Na Ta La) village in Kaing Gyi village tract, Maungtaw Township.

On 1 May, the youth volunteers supplied aid to 782 persons in 145 households from Muslim villages including Ngan Chaung village and Gone Nar village in Ngan Chaung village tract.

The youth volunteers will provide humanitarian aid and conduct other works in Maungtaw Township until 7 May, it is learnt.—Myo Myint

Veteran journalists, experts talk on Democratic State, strong Fourth Pillar for Myanmar

By Yi Yi Myint and Ohn Mar Thant
Photo by Zaw Min Latt

SECOND paper reading session of Myanmar Press Council conducted under the theme of “Democratic State of Myanmar and the establishment of a strong fourth pillar” was held at Ministry of Information Printing and Publishing Department (PPD) Central Press Building, Theinbyu Street, Yangon yesterday morning.

Myanmar News Agency interviewed the journalists and experts who took part in the paper reading session.

U Ohn Kyaing
(Hanthawady U Ohn Kyaing)
Myanmar Press Council Chairman (1)

I'm reading a paper titled "Democratic State of Myanmar and the establishment of a strong fourth pillar." Nowadays journalists and media personnel are saying there is no press freedom. This is not true. It is our duty to write. We don't need to ask for the right or permission to write. We have to tell the people what is happening. We have to tell what the government is doing. This is our duty. I don't understand the meaning of not having press freedom. Just as the people have their rights, we, the media personnel have our rights. Those are the rights to write and speak freely. As long as we say and write are not against the law, we will freely write and say. We just need to control one thing. We shouldn't write irresponsibly. We will write according to the media ethic. If we write in that way, we have press freedom. It was with this aim that the title of the paper was chosen.

U Ye Myint Pe (Myanmar Alin Chief Editor – Retired, Myanmar Times Daily Chief Editor)

I'm reading a paper titled “Image of the life of a journalist.” I'll talk and explain about my life as a journalist in Kyaukmon. My life as a daily wager, proof reader, reporter, editor to chief editor; A journalist life could not be obtained in an ordinary and simple way. It is a going through a road full of thorns. Much need to be given. Sacrifices had to be made. Books and records need to be compiled. We also need good teachers and guides.

Dr. Tin Hlaing (Bo Hlaing)

“Establishment of Myanmar Press Council and its future work” is the title of the paper I'm reading. The aim is to let people know about the history of Myanmar Press Council. Another aim is to talk about the future work of Myanmar Press Council which was enacted in the law. The paper was prepared as a message to the people as well as for future researchers.

Professor Dr. Myint Maung Maung

A paper titled “New media sector and public health” is what I'm reading. I'm the sole representative from the medical sector. I have three aims in reading this paper. The first is how much support media is providing to public health. The pros and cons. Another is to inform the people of what is been done locally as well as in ASEAN countries. At the least, well-known journals of the world have an article on public health issue. An article on new medicine and diseases are included. I think specialist and experts from arts and science, engineers and many other subjects and topics will be in the media sector.

U Thein Soe (Thein Soe Thiba Yadana)
Myanmar Press Council member

I was responsible to publish a book after the first paper reading session. The positioning and assigning of the book shops in the printing press compound as well as many other arrangements were my responsibility. News media is very important. I hope youngster keep this in sight. I hope they study and participate to establish sectors that will benefit the country.
Chemical inspectors completes Douma mission: OPCW

DAMASCUS — Chemical weapons experts have completed their mission to the Syrian town of Douma to probe last month’s alleged chemical attack, but the analysis of samples may still take weeks, the global watchdog said on Friday.

“The initial deployment of the fact-finding mission... in Douma is complete,” the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons said from its headquarters in The Hague.

“Samples have been brought to the OPCW laboratory where they will be split and then dispatched to the OPCW designated laboratories,” it added in a statement. The OPCW’s mission to Douma was launched amid international outrage over images of adults and children appearing to be suffering from the effects of a toxic weapon attack.

The gruesome footage from the apparent 7 April attack horrified the world and prompted unprecedented Western strikes on Syrian military installations.

The fact-finding mission gained access to Douma on 21 April after several delays since deploying to Syria on 14 April.

But the global watchdog warned that the analysis of samples “may take at least three to four weeks,” with inspectors continuing to collect more information and material.

“At this time it is not possible to give a timeframe for when the Douma report will be issued to states parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention,” the OPCW said.

On 7 April, the Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS) and the White Helmets jointly said dozens of people died in a “poisonous chlorine gas attack” in Douma. But Syria and Russia have accused Syrian volunteer rescue workers of staging the video footage at the behest of the United States and its allies.—AFP

US man who killed Indian immigrant sentenced to life

CHICAGO, United States — A man in the US state of Kansas who shot dead an Indian immigrant while shouting “get out of my country” was sentenced Friday to life in prison.

Adam Purinton had previously pleaded guilty to the racial slur-filled, drunken attack in February last year at a suburban bar and restaurant in the Midwestern state. Srinivas Kuchibhotla, 32, was killed in the assault in the Kansas City suburb of Olathe. His friend Alok Madasani, also Indian, was injured along with a bystander, Ian Grillot, who tried to intervene. The 52-year-old Purinton received the maximum punishment for the murder, and two sentences of 165 months each for the attempted murders, the prosecutor’s office said.

While Purinton would be eligible for parole in 50 years, he is also facing federal hate crime and firearms charges, which could result in the death penalty. Purinton has pleaded not guilty in the federal case.

Kuchibhotla’s widow Suneetha Dumala released a video statement following the sentencing, describing her husband as an immigrant with “dreams for my country” was sentenced Friday to life in prison.

“My country... was never acceptable,” Dumala said. He vowed to continue efforts to change at all.

Syrians walks down a street in the Eastern Ghouta town of Douma on the outskirts of the capital Damascus on 20 April, 2018, during an army-organized media tour. PHOTO: AFP

South Korea police foil anti-Pyongyang leaflet launch

SEOUL — South Korean police on Saturday prevented activists from launching anti-Pyongyang leaflets to North Korea, citing an agreement reached at a historic inter-Korean summit last month.

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and South Korean President Moon Jae-in agreed to restore peace and reconciliation and cease all hostile acts when they met at the border truce village of Panmunjom on 27 April.

“Hostile acts” include broadcasting through loudspeakers installed along their tense border and distributing propaganda leaflets to each other’s side.

Accordingly, the two Koreas removed their propaganda loudspeakers this week.

Some 300 police were deployed at a public park in Paju City near the border where a group of some 20 activists including defectors from North Korea gathered to launch leaflets by gas-filled balloons.

Police kept the activists apart from a rival group of some 40 people who accused them of seeking to ignite confrontation with the North.

“Stop provoking a war,” they chanted.

Police surrounded a small truck carrying some 5,000 leaflets, plastic balloons and gas canisters, preventing the activists from unloading them.

Park Sang-hak, a leading activist and former North Korean defector, said South Koreans were “intoxicated by Kim Jong Un’s peace offensive” even though the North has not changed at all.

He vowed to continue efforts to send leaflets over the border to “let North Koreans know the truth” and “bring an end to the North’s Kim Jong Un regime”. —AFP

Israel pulls out of race for UN Security Council seat

UNITED NATIONS — Israel on Friday dropped out of a race for a Security Council seat in 2019 and 2020 following a campaign by Arab states at the United Nations to block the bid. The decision leaves the path clear for Germany and Belgium to take the two seats available for countries of the Western Europe and Others group when the General Assembly votes next month. "After consulting with our partners, including our good friends, the state of Israel has decided to postpone its candidacy for a seat on the Security Council,” a statement from the Israeli mission. It was Israel’s first attempt to win a seat at the 15-member council. Palestinian foreign minister Riyad al-Maliki said last month that Arab countries were “doing everything possible to convince as many countries as possible to block the vote on Israel’s bid for a seat at the Security Council.” South Africa and the Dominican Republic are set to win two of the five seats up for election. Indonesia and the Maldives will be competing for one seat representing the Asia-Pacific group of countries. The Security Council is made up of five permanent members — Britain, China, France, Russia and the United States — while the ten other seats are filled by elected members that serve two-year stints. —AFP

A South Korean supporter of an anti-Pyongyang leaflet group yells slogans during a protest in front of South Korean police who prevent them from launching leaflets near the border village of Paju, South Korea, 27 April 2018. PHOTO: AAP

A poster is seen on a wall towards the truce village of Panmunjom between South Korea and North Korea, 27 April 2018. PHOTO: AFP

A South Korean supporter of an anti-Pyongyang leaflet group yells slogans during a protest in front of South Korean police who prevent them from launching leaflets near the border village of Paju, South Korea, 27 April 2018. PHOTO: AFP
Major quake hits Hawaii, prompts further volcano eruptions

LOS ANGELES — A magnitude 6.9 earthquake shook Hawaii's Big Island on Friday, prompting fresh eruptions from a volcano that has been spewing lava near residential areas, forcing hundreds of people to flee.

The US Geological Survey said the quake struck at 12:32 pm (2332 GMT) and was centered on the south flank of the Kilauea volcano, which first erupted on Thursday after a series of tremors.

"This is in almost exactly the same location as the deadly 1985 M 7.1 quake," USGC said in a tweet.

That quake killed two people and injured 28.

Another 5.7-magnitude tremor had hit the island earlier on Friday and authorities said they expect more seismic activity.

The quakes have prompted residents to evacuate and warned of extremely high levels of toxic fumes.

"Hawaii Fire Department reports extremely dangerous air quality conditions due to high levels of sulfur dioxide gas in the evacuation area," the Hawaii County Civil Defense Agency said.

"Elderly, young and people with respiratory issues need to comply with the mandatory evacuation order and leave the area," said a statement from the mayor's office.

Governor David Ige said residents were being housed in community centers until the danger from Kilauea, one of the world's most active volcanoes, has passed.

The lava outbreak came after hundreds of small earthquakes in recent days that followed the collapse of a crater floor on the Puu Oo volcanic cone.

A 5.9-magnitude earthquake early Thursday south of the cone triggered rockfalls and potential additional collapse of the crater, USGS said.

It sent a short-lived but massive pink plume of ash swirling into the air. Big Island resident Janice Wei, who moved to Hawaii from California — known for its own high earthquake risk — said the eruption was almost a "re-lief." "We've been waiting for big movement from the crater, after so many small earthquakes," she told AFP.

"Hawaiians and local people have lived here forever," she said. "You know what's going on; we have warning systems. "Everybody should be prepared."

'Hawaii experienced a fire curtain', used his drone, area resident Jeremiah Osuna captured video footage of the lava flow, which he described as a "fire curtain" that left him feeling "shocked and awe."

"It was like if you put a bunch of rocks into a dryer and turned it on — a lot of earth and pressure and fire just moving around," Osuna told AFP.

Governor Ige activated the state's National Guard troops, and told residents to pay heed to official warnings. He also signed an emergency proclamation releasing disaster funds to the Big Island.

In his emergency declaration, the governor noted the current flow was similar to a 1960 eruption in the Kapoho area that "caused significant damage."

Geologist Janet Babb of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory told AFP that scientists had been following an "intrusion of magma" down the rift zone since Monday afternoon in anticipation of a possible eruption.

Thoue cracks from which lava was emitting had gone dormant, she emphasized that "the overall concern and the overall event has not ended."

US Senator Brian Schatz of Hawaii said the Federal Emergency Management Agency was mobilizing resources, as well as monitoring for forest fires, power outages and water supply issues.

Hawaii Island, or the Big Island, is the largest of the eight main islands that comprise the Pacific US state, an archipelago that includes hundreds of smaller volcanic islands.

Beijing slams Macron warning on Chinese 'hegemony'

BEIJING — China on Friday hit back at French President Emmanuel Macron’s warnings against allowing a single nation to dominate the Indo-Pacific region, where many countries fear Beijing’s growing might.

During his visit to Sydney on Wednesday, Macron said that France, India and Australia shared a responsibility to protect the region from “hegemony” — in a remark widely interpreted as a stab at China.

"What’s important is to preserve rules-based development in the region... and to preserve necessary balances in the region," Macron said then.

"It’s important with this new context not to have any hegemony," Macron added through an interpreter.

But Beijing shot back on Friday, with foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying saying that while she had not seen Macron’s comments, any fears about Chinese hegemony amounted to “groundless accusations”.

"In the eyes of the world, which country could be said actually to be exercising hegemony in the world nowadays? Who has also long exercised military or economic hegemony of every kind in the region?” Hua said to reporters during a regular press briefing, in a thinly veiled reference to the United States.

“Before making such comments or groundless accusations, you should clarify these facts,” Hua added.

China’s nationalist tabloid Global Times also criticised the French leader, accusing him of staging an “opportunist show in the Indo-Pacific.”

“As France is in decline, opportunism is rising within its diplomacy,” the newspaper said.

France has a number of island territories in the Pacific Ocean.

Australia has become increasingly alarmed at China’s push into the Pacific, while neighbouring New Zealand has also voiced concerns about “strategic anxiety” — diplomatic code for Beijing’s influence among the region’s island nations.
Critical US-China trade talks end in Beijing

BEIJING, China — China and the US ended the second day of high-stakes trade talks on Friday with “big differences”, Beijing said, leaving the world’s two largest economies on the brink of a trade war that could have knock-on effects on the global economy.

The talks were aimed at forestalling momentum towards the looming conflict, with both sides prepared to pull the trigger on tariffs that could affect trade in billions of dollars of goods.

“Both sides recognise there are still big differences on some issues and that they need to continue to step up their work to make progress,” China said in a statement released by the official Xinhua state news agency.

The discussions promised a “working mechanism” to continue talks, it said.

The announcement followed comments by Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin earlier in the day that the two sides were having “very good conversations”.

However, American officials declined to give further details of the discussions.

**Detailed List**

China is confused about what the US actually wants, said Zhang Monan, a researcher at the influential think-tank China Center for International Economic Exchanges.

The American pressure on Beijing has heightened, she said, even as Beijing has taken several steps to liberalise its markets.

The talks included a timeline to lift foreign ownership restrictions for automakers, permitting foreign investors to take controlling stakes in some financial firms, and on Friday, allowing foreign companies to trade iron futures on domestic exchanges.

But a list of demands presented to Beijing before the negotiations got under way showed such piecemeal reforms fell far short of US expectations.

The document, divided into eight sections, was presented as a starting point for negotiations, according to Bloomberg News.

The asks included cutting China’s trade surplus with the US by at least $200 billion by the end of 2020, lowering all tariffs to match American levels, eliminating technology transfer practises, and fostering of domestic industry.

Fiction is highest over China’s “Made in China 2025” programme, designed to spring China from a maker of sports shoes and denims into high-tech goods.

For Beijing, recent moves by Washington to ban US sales to telecom giant ZTE and the reported opening of a similar probe into goliath Huawei, have reinforced the wisdom of the policy. A spokesperson for the Ministry of Commerce said China had taken up the ban with the US delegation.—AFP

DPRK resets Pyongyang time to GMT+09:00

Photo taken on 5 May. 2018 shows the reset Pyongyang time at the Pyongyang train station in Pyongyang, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) reset Pyongyang time to GMT+09:00, 30 minutes earlier than previous time, starting from 5 May. PHOTO: XINHUA
PARIS — Sick of being typecast as cleaners, prostitutes and delinquents from deprived suburban estates, a group of black and mixed race actresses published a book on Friday pillorying the prejudice they have suffered at the hands of the French film industry.

“We are gathering for the UN General Assembly and have previously ended its last world tour in Argentina as part of efforts to reduce poverty.”

The sultry 48-year-old actress, who took home an Oscar in 2003 for “Chicago,” confirmed her jump to the small screen — fittingly — in a Facebook post. The news was first reported according to Deadline.

By 2030. The advocacy movement, which rallies support for development assistance through music and other events, hosts festivals but instead focuses on driving action such as writing to their governments to support development aid as part of the UN-backed goal of eradicating the planet’s most extreme poverty by 2030.

The first 10 episodes of the FX series “Feud: Bette and Joan.”

“French cinema is still very much in thrall to cliches from another time,” said Aissa Maiga, the star of “Bamako”, who was nominated for a Cesar, a French Oscar, for the 2007 drama.

The advocacy movement, which rallies support for development assistance through music and other events, holds the title of festival curator, and has previously expanded to Canada, Germany and India.

Sources close to the organizers told AFP that Martin, who

British actress Catherine Zeta-Jones. PHOTO: AFP

“Black Panther” director Ryan Coogler will take on the problems black film-makers and actors face in his masterclass at Cannes next Thursday.

His blockbuster has already beaten the box office record set by “Titanic”, and is now the third highest-grossing film of all time.

Although the book does not name names, the 16 actresses — who will launch the book at the Cannes film festival next week — said racism is endemic in the French industry.

“It is time to shake up French cinema, to show the real face of our diverse society not just in the casting but in the stories that we tell, and to get over the caricatures of the past,” they added in a statement.

“I am really very intelligent. You are not negroid, too not black”... "French cinema is still very much in thrall to cliches from another time," said Aissa Maiga, the star of “Bamako”, who was nominated for a Cesar, a French Oscar, for the 2007 drama.

The advocacy movement, which rallies support for development assistance through music and other events, holds the title of festival curator, and has previously expanded to Canada, Germany and India.

Sources close to the organizers told AFP that Martin, who

The 10 half-hour episodes will debut on Facebook’s relatively new video platform Watch, according to Deadline.

In September, Facebook debuted “Strangers.” Then in late April, it launched “Skam Austin,” an adaptation of a Norwegian programme. It also has
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Divisions resurface as Germany fetes Marx at 200

TRIER (Germany) — Germany marks the 200th anniversary of Karl Marx's birth on Saturday, but celebrations risk being marred by protests as the revolutionary philosopher remains a divisive figure almost three decades after the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Marx's birth city of Trier will lead commemorations of the man officials describe as a "great son of the city," with 600 events planned around the 19th-century scholar hailed for foretelling the ills of capitalism.

The centrepiece of the festivities will be the unveiling of a 5.5-metre (18-foot) tall statue of Marx — a gift from communist China — with dignitaries including a Chinese delegation and the head of Germany's Social Democratic Party to attend.

But it is also before the statute that the association representing victims of communism have called protests against the thinker they blame for inspiring Stalinist regimes.

"We want to protest loudly against the unveiling of the Marx statue and raise our voices against the glorification of Marxism," said Dieter Dombrowski, president of the Union of the Victim Groups of Communist Tyranny.

For Dombrowski, Trier's decision to accept the gift from China is "disrespectful and inhuman" to those who suffered under communist regimes.

Far-right party AfD, which enjoys strong support in former East German states, has meanwhile separately called a silent march with the theme "Get Marx off the pedestal" through Trier's city centre.

With the far-right in the melee, counter-protesters are getting ready to march too against the nationalists.

'Neither glorify nor vilify'

Born on 5 May, 1818 in the western German city close to the border with Luxembourg, Marx developed his theories as the Industrial Revolution gathered pace.

His works such as the Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital subsequently became compulsory course material in countries under communist regimes, with revolutionaries from Vladimir Lenin to Mao Zedong seizing on Marx's ideas.

China's President Xi Jinping on Friday said the Asian giant's communist party will forever remain "guardians and practitioners" of Marxism, while Vietnamese leader Tran Dai Quang also penned a gushing commentary marking Marx's birth.

Due to Marx's reputation as the Father of Communism, he was largely derided in the former capitalist West Germany during the Cold War.

But since reunification, and particularly over the past decade, unbridled capitalism and its discontents have fuelled renewed interest in Marx's work.

His theories on inequality and oppression of the working class find resonance today as societies once again see social and political upheaval.

Rainer Auts, director of a company set up to oversee the exhibitions on Marx's life, works and legacy, said that more than a quarter century after reunification, it was now time to reexamine the philosopher who left Germany deeply divided.

"We're not looking to glorify or vilify him. But we want to show him as a person in his time, as well as show where he may have gone wrong," Auts told AFP.

But the gigantic statue gifted by Beijing has sparked accusations of a city seeking to capitalise on Chinese tourists or investments.

Rejecting the claims, Trier mayor Wolfram Leibe said it is simply "a gesture of friendship" from China.

"There isn't a single Chinese company in Trier. We have no economic relations with China and that means we made this decision autonomously. We are not susceptible to blackmail," he told AFP.

Leibe acknowledged that the statue could become a vandalism target, but said: "that isn't going to give me sleepless nights. It can simply be cleaned up."

'Marx should remain contentious'

The row over Marx and his legacy has also taken on a further political dimension over the AfD's planned silent march.

A group of counter-protesters want to make themselves heard against the far-right party, saying the AfD's controversial ideas against migrants constituted a "violating against humanity".

At the same time, the counter-protesters are critical of China's present.

"Nationalism and an authoritarian dictatorship rule in China. Trier city would have been better off using its own funds to build the long-overdue Marx statue," said the counter-protesters, which include several local left-leaning groups.

Wading into the debate on Thursday, German President Frank-Walter Steinmeier said Marx should remain as he has been in history — controversial.

"I think that us Germans, in 2018, should neither inflate Marx nor banish him from our history," said Steinmeier.

"We should neither be afraid of Marx nor build gold statues of him. In short, Marx should remain contentious."—AFP

Japan bullfighting lifts ‘men-only’ rule

TOKYO — Japanese bullfighting organizers said on Saturday they had lifted a long-standing ban on women entering the sport’s “sacred” ring, in a bid to modernise the traditional activity for the #MeToo generation.

Japanese sumo wrestling has recently come under fire for its strict men-only rules. In “togyu” bullfighting, women were similarly barred from the ring, which is ritually purified before matches with salt and Japanese sake.

But on Friday, organisers lifted the prohibition and allowed female bull owner Yuki Araki to lead her animal into the ring in Yamakoshi, north of Tokyo, after a fight on the opening day of this season.

"Equality for men and women is a trend of the times," said Katsushi Seki, an official with the Yamakoshi bullfight organisation.

"By opening the ring to women, we hope this traditional bullfighting will continue far into the future," Seki told AFP.

Unlike Spanish style bullfighting which ends with a matador slaying the animal, “togyu” is a bloodless match between two bulls locking horns, with great pains taken to ensure the animals do not gore each other.

"I’m glad that local people openly welcomed us," bull owner Yuki Araki, 44, told Japanese public broadcaster NHK.

One of Japan’s other traditional sports, sumo, has found itself in hot water after women, including at least one nurse, were shoed out of a sumo ring as they tried to help a man during a medical emergency.

Just days after that incident triggered scathing national and international headlines, a female mayor in the western city of Takarazuka was barred from delivering a speech inside a sumo ring.

Sumo bosses then came in for further criticism after trying to prevent girls from participating in a children’s sumo event in Shizuoka prefecture, citing unspecified “safety concerns”.

In an attempt to stop the latest public relations disaster to hit the roly-poly sport, officials met last week, but failed to reach a decision on reversing their men-only rule.

"Equality for men and women is a trend of the times," said Katsushi Seki, an official with the Yamakoshi bullfight organisation. “By opening the ring to women, we hope this traditional bullfighting will continue far into the future.” PHOTO: AFP

The rings where sumo is practised, known as sumo dohyo, are seen as sacred places.

Sumo is closely interlinked with the native Shinto faith, which considers women to be ritually unclean, meaning they are barred from stepping into the ring.—AFP
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Myanmar beats Malaysia in AFF U16 Girls’ Championship group play

Myanmar defeated Malaysia by a score of 2-1 at Jakabaring Stadium in Palembang, Indonesia yesterday in Group A play at the 2018 AFF U16 Girls’ Championship.

The win was dominated by the play of Myanmar star Myat Noe Khin, who scored both goals for her team.

Myanmar’s girls were too strong in yesterday’s match, demonstrating good tackling and defensive skills.

Malaysia were awarded a penalty kick after some rough play by Myanmar at the 36-minute mark. The penalty shot was kicked by Emily, who successfully guided the ball into the net.

Both teams changed tactics in the second half, with Malaysia speeding up play and creating opportunities, but Myanmar’s defence was too strong and no more goals were scored.

Greece’s Tsitsipas clinches semi-final spot in Estoril

ESTORIL, (Portugal) — Stefanos Tsitsipas swept the last seven points of the match to defeat Roberto Carballes Baena 6-7 (2/7), 6-2, 7-6 (7/3) on Friday for a place in the semi-finals of the Estoril Open.

The 19-year-old Greek, a surprise finalist last weekend in Barcelona against Rafael Nadal, will aim for his second straight title match as he takes on Portuguese number one Joao Sousa, who beat British third seed Kyle Edmund 6-3, 1-6, 6-0.

The 44th-ranked Tsitsipas recovered from 0-3 down in the final-set tiebreaker, erasing the deficit and sprinting to a victory that was sealed when his 77th-ranked opponent drove a return long.

The battle between first-time opponents lasted for nearly two and three-quarter hours.

“I was really focused after 0-3 in the tiebreaker,” the youngster said. “The two points after that were important for the win.

“I had to keep the score as close as possible.

After those two points, I got the upper hand.

“I was patient during the rallies. Winning seven points in a row is unbelievable. I had the momentum and I kept it to the end.”

Tsitsipas is coming off his best performance on clay and just defeated his second top-10 opponent in as many weeks, adding Estoril top seed Kevin Anderson to his list of victims on Thursday.

Last week, the outsider beat world number seven Dominic Thiem in the quarter-finals.

“After last week in Barcelona, I told myself I had to keep my level and concentration,” Tsitsipas said. “That is a difficult challenge.

“At the start of the match I was frustrated, but I got tired of my attitude and stopped complaining and just played.”

Sousa, who has been playing his home event since 2008, produced his best career showing at the tournament as he thrilled local fans with his victory over Edmund.

The world number 68 will be competing in his second semi-final of 2018 after reaching the last four in Marrakech a month ago.

The second semi-final will feature second seed Pablo Carreno Busta, who defeated Nicolas Jarry 6-2, 6-1, and American Frances Tiafoe, a 7-5, 6-2 winner over Simone Bolelli.—AFP

Patrick and Sylla stands as top goal scorers in MNL-2018

EDUBAT Patrick from Ayeyawady United and Sekou Sylla from Yangon United are standing as the current top goal scorers along with scoring nine goals in Week 11 of MPT Myanmar National League 2018.

Following them, Myanmar football star Si Thu Aung is standing in the second top goal scorer with earning 7 goals.

Joseph from Hanthawady United FC and Christopher from Shan United FC are standing in the fourth top goal scorer with 5 goals while Aung Myint Tun from Magwe FC and youth football star Myat Kaung Khant from Yangon United are also standing in the fifth top goal scorers with 4 goals respectively.

Yangon United is still leading the standing table of MNL-2018 with earning 26 points after 11 matches played while Defending Champion Shan United followed the team with 21 points after 11 matches played also.—Lynn Thit (Tgi)
MOST students and young adults are constantly uttering “I don’t know what to do,” which simply means they have difficulty choosing a direction (job, path, career) for their lives and what is right for them. Prolonged periods of confusion of the life path can lead to great challenges and hardships and is a waste of time and resources.

The importance of having a direction in the actions you perform and the goals you set is invaluable. It can make or break your whole life, and it comes at the opportunity to support the many others who will benefit from your actions and performance. At this point, here’s a method of how you can discover the correct path in life and why it cannot disappoint you at any moment.

Your path of life, your direction, your end-goal is to come from within you. It must be yours and yours alone, and not one that someone choses for you. The individuality is the core of what makes people successful and what they can truly live up to. The self-realization is the basis of the enjoyment and the passion that you can have on your way to the top. The forced goals and dreams, set by the pressure of society and the limit of resources will lead you into frustration and under-achievement in life, which is completely undesirable, and will stunt your growth and slow down your actions.

To discover your true direction, the easy technique is to take some undisturbed quiet time, with a sheet of paper and pen to note down your ideas. At the top of the paper, write the one thing that you want to accomplish most in life, if resources such as time and talent were not an issue and you could not fail. Then, let your mind loose freely and meditate on the subject for a few minutes. Don’t question anything, no matter how wild or impossible it may seem.

After wondering, stop and write down all the ideas and feelings that crossed your mind until there is nothing left. Then, go over what you have written, noting and circling anything that are standing out, or which you have energy for. Make a list of the ideas that you have circled. And there is it, you have the list the deepest true dreams that you want to realize, the dreams that are not affected by external pressure, the dreams that come from your heart and soul. The list is the direction because it is the essence of you.

Whether it is the path of education, certifications, jobs or your own business, this is your path. This is your direction. The path is not necessarily fixed, it can change over time due to unknown circumstances. However, this is the starting point. This is the point where you can start making goals, building yourself and walking straight in the direction that you know you want.

I encourage you realize your direction and start working on your dreams for the freedom it gives you to use your gifts and talents, passions and interests. With you focused on your path that you have the passion for, you will be able to live your life, bless the lives of others and help make this world a better place because you lived, you were here and you mattered.

A Chinese philosopher once said, “A journey of a thousand miles starts with one step,” and this is the best time to take your first step and have a big leap in your destiny.
(a) Lesson (1) am, is, are, was, were

CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK

1. I am, is, are, was, were (adj) weak, the lonely politician
2. Myat Oo is a native of Shwebo. (Noun) Monywa is my native town.
3. Writers must respect the reading public. (Noun) There are many libraries in Yangon.

Lesson (2)

1. There is a zoological garden in Yangon.
2. There is a pagoda on that hill.
3. There is an army in every country.
4. There is a kitchen in every house.
5. There are 12 months in a year.
6. There are seven days in a week.
7. There are over 2,000 students in our school.
8. There are 50 students in our class.
9. There are tigers in this forest.
10. There are two markets in our town.
11. There are many kinds of birds in this forest.
12. There are many varieties of paddy in the world.

(b) am, is, are, was, were

1. Every nation has a national day. (adj)
2. There are many varieties of paddy in the world.
3. There are tigers in this forest.
4. There are 12 months in a year.
5. There are over 2,000 students in our school.
6. There are 50 students in our class.
7. There are tigers in this forest.
8. There are many kinds of birds in this forest.
9. There are many varieties of paddy in the world.

(c) am, is, are, was, were

1. My friend Ko Ko is there.
2. I am on the School Council.
3. Myanmar is in Southeast Asia.
4. Father is in his study.

(d) am, is, are, was, were

1. My friend Ko Ko is there.
2. I am on the School Council.
3. Myanmar is in Southeast Asia.
4. Father is in his study.

Lesson (2) am, is, are, was, were

1. There is a zoological garden in Yangon.
2. There is a pagoda on that hill.
3. There is an army in every country.
4. There is a kitchen in every house.
5. There are 12 months in a year.
6. There are seven days in a week.
7. There are over 2,000 students in our school.
8. There are 50 students in our class.
9. There are tigers in this forest.
10. There are two markets in our town.
11. There are many kinds of birds in this forest.
12. There are many varieties of paddy in the world.
Concerning with Education Budget

By Dr. Nu Nu Win
(Reired Professor and Head of Department)

Last week, our Sayagyi Dr. Khin Zaw had written an article concerning with Education Budget. What he emphasized was the importance of Education Budget. But is the percentage of the GDB or how much we spend for the Education Budget, but the way or how we used this budget.

The author totally agree with his point of view. That is what important is.

In the old times, when we were young, the Education budget is quite low, not more than 4%. There were times we used only round about 2% of the GDB. But, why we can go through with that budget in these days?

During these days, there were not only Public schools, but also Private schools and Mission Schools. And during the Socialist era, all schools and Universities are public, all on the equal line. But now, most of the schools and Universities are public, but we have some private schools and Universities.

All these things should be taken into account.

In the old old days of when we had public and private and mission schools, the Government needed to take care of the public schools only. But, we had at least one public high school in a town, or in a township in Yangon and Mandalay. These were called State High Schools and most of these were under the administration of the Municipal (what we call CDC or City Development Council) or can we say, the administration of the Mayor of the town.

Among these municipal schools, some had good names, but most of had not. For example, Bahan State High School and Latha State Boys’ High School had quite good names, but some other had not. In these days, we called such schools as Municipal Schools and most of the people looked down on these schools.

But in the rural areas and in districts, these high schools, only one in each district or township had good names. All students from that town had to attend this high school.

The Government, the Ministry of Education had only the responsibility to take care of these schools and other State middle or primary schools. So they could fulfill their responsibility to take care of the welfare of these schools.

Other schools as Private schools and Mission Schools had their own administration boards. Among these schools, there were Mission Schools under the administration of the Christian Missionaries, all Roman Catholic and Baptist and Methodist Christian Missions and only a small amount of some other religious missionaries as Private High Schools. As most of these missionaries were from the Roman Catholic and Baptist Missions, the schools were mostly Boys’ or Girls’ Schools administered by Christian Fathers, Brothers, Mothers and Sisters.

But I have heard about some Buddhist Missionary Schools such as Shin Maha Buddha Gawsa School etc. And there were also some small schools under the missionary of Hinduism and Islam too.

And some Private Myanmar High Schools such as Myoma Amyotha High Schools, Pegu Amyotha High School and Mandalay Amyotha High School (these were called Amyotha Tan Myint Kyayung) and some other with their own names as Daw Hla Yin May Alok Pynninar Thin Kyayung, Daw Tha Htet School and so on. Some of these were also very famous for their good Education and Administration.

Here, what the author wanted to point out is that during these days, the Ministry of Education or the Government had only need to take care of these State Schools especially for their budget.

Others were running with their own expense or with their own budget.

In these days the percentage of the Education budget were quite low.

During the so-called Socialist Era, all schools became public and the Ministry of Education had to take care of all these schools all over the country.

Nowadays, we have both Public and Private Sectors in Education, and in the Private Sector, we have not only schools owned by the local Myanmar owners, but also some international schools, Colleges and Universities.

Even in such condition we have more than 500,000 schools all over the country. All these schools have to be taken care by the Ministry of Education. What a heavy load to the Ministry.

So, it is sure that we need more budget for our Education in our country if we want to upgrade our Myanmar Education.

And the present Government had managed to provide more and more budget for the Education Sector too. The percentage we get these days were much more higher than what we have known in the past (only about 1 or 2 percent), but not much as high as other developed countries. (e.g. 75% once in Malaysia during the reign of Maha Tho).

Here, the author wants to point out that although the percentage of Education budget is important (the author do agree), the more important is how we use the budget we get.

If it is just for what we call “Zee thee ban hmauk on the road” (it means the tray with all these sweet plums was out from the hand onto the road, where all these people on the road can pick up to eat for their own wish and if it is meant for the welfare of only the high-ranked officers, we cannot say that the higher budget is for the wellness of all students and schools in our country.

What it is important is the way we use the budget we get.

Here, the author wants to give a very dare example which had happened in some time at the present.

It was how we managed to do with our Examination budget and the management on the results of these Examination.

As we all know, the Fourth Standard (the Final Grade for Primary) and the Eighth Standard (the Final Grade for Lower Secondary) Examinations are still Government Examinations. The author totally agree that these should be Government Examinations, for we need to manage the Education in the country how well our students are before they go up their Education ladder for another higher step. So, naturally speaking, these should be the strict Examinations to see the real conditions of our students about what they gained in their academic achievement. These should be the exams for which students should try their best to show what and how much they gained during their schooling.

So, it is natural that these exam systems should be taken care so much everything should come out well under the strict and fair administration.

The author thought, may be it is the use of all these lockers (Than Thittars) to carry the questions and answer papers. It is quite good that if it was done for the security of the papers (both questions and answer papers) as these are very very important for all students, teachers and the authorities.

But, the problem is about the budget for carrying these to respective schools (all schools in the country this year as we have Exam. Centres in every school this year). The author is happy enough that all children can sit for their exam in their own schools. This programme is welcomed!

But, as some of these small schools which were in far far away areas and near the border line, it is not easy to carry these lockers to their far far away schools. The budget for the carrying job is only 50 Kyats for each student. Imagine for a small primary school, which has only 10 students, their budget will be only 500 Kyats. How can they manage to carry these with that 500 Kyats?

Then, the teachers from such kind of schools had to carry these lockers on their own expense or with their own money (by male teachers) or on their heads (by the female teachers) to reach their small schools. When the author saw them carrying like that in the far away regions and near the far away schools.

As the author think, it is necessary for the Education Budget! But it happened like that and the author could not help herself to shed tears for them.

As it happened like that, as we had much taken care for the security of these question and answer papers, then the coming consequence of this is that these examinations should be square and fair. That means, we should pass to whom these are worth to pass and fail to whom who are not worth to pass. It should be the way to manage the results of these exams after our taking great bothering for these exams.

There may be some gaps between the Department for the Examination and the Department of Management, the author thinks.

Only after one or two days, the examination were being sat by the students, the orders from the management side came out that, if a student came to sit for the exam, for the first day or the second day and then although he or she is absent on the following days, he or she should be interviewed or asked what he or she knows about the academic achievement, and then let him or her pass the exam. And also, if the student gets only “D” in his answered results, let him get marks by their other deeds in the whole year, from the CEDs and MRC results.

What is the use of taking bothered for carrying these lockers for the security of questions and answer papers?

The author thinks that is the gap or disintegrated job or can we say no coordination of these two sites, the Examination Department and the Management Department.

Let’s think of the budget for these cabinets or lockers for all schools all over the country.

There are more than 500,000 schools all over the country. If we use two cabinets for each school, we will need to use at least 1,000,000 cabinets (for some schools have all Fourth Standard and Eighth Standard Exams). They said it cost 18000 Kyats for each cabinet, calculate by yourself for all schools all over the country.

If we get good, fair and square results after that much cost, it is still worth to do so.

But if not, what about that much high budget for the exams? Although it cannot be said what we call “Zee thee ban hmauk”, but can we say it is “palone” in Myanmar or “much ado about nothing”? (Palone means all down into the water).

So, according to the point of view by the Educationists, we can say we used our budget is not all the percentage we get for the Education budget, but the “Way we use that budget or how we use it.”

Hope to have better management on our Education Budget!
Horse riding on the beach of Chaungtha is becoming a popular recreation for visitors.

By Maung Maung Myint

A whirlwind trip to Chaungtha Beach

When we arrived in Pathein, it was already eleven in the morning. We left Yangon early but our car travelled at a normal speed and reached the biggest deltaic town at this time in the morning. Daytime temperatures in Yangon are higher and higher, you don’t go out in the middle of the day. These conditions compelled me to get along at once with my friends for a day trip to the Chaungtha Beach.

We continued our trip without stopping over in Pathein to save our time and to get back to Yangon within a day. We proceeded to the Chaungtha directly. As the temperature is high across the country, it is time for majority of the people to flock to the beaches in the country. As our car kept going on the Pathein-Chaungtha Road, different kinds of cars were seen moving along the road in different directions. Some cars are medium-sized, some are big and few cars of their own. Most people travelled in big vehicles like trucks.

The nearest beach Chaungtha beach is 40 kilometres away from the west of Pathein Township and about 146 miles away from Yangon.

Even if the Lathibukkon Beach is the nearest to Yangon, it has fallen into ruin through years of neglect, resulting in a decrease of a number of holidaymakers. I went there with my friends last year; although it is located in Yangon Region, I should say it is not an area of scenic beauty. Investments in infrastructure and beautification in the area near the beach are in great need to attract tourists, both domestic and foreign.

Our country will be kept clean and salvaged by the villagers. Our country will be kept clean and salvaged by the villagers. As our car kept moving, we saw a hill with a small pagoda over the horizon as far as you can see. A pagoda was found without any destruction. As the Chaungtha is near to Yangon, tourists both domestic and foreign visit the Beach in thousands during the Open Season...

As the Chaungtha is near to Yangon, tourists both domestic and foreign visit the Beach in thousands during the Open Season...

When we returned from the Chaungtha Beach, it was already 3 o’clock in the afternoon. My friend after winding up his hotel business arrived at about 10 o’clock at night. We arranged by my close friend was a nearby restaurant and ordered a meal for his business purposes, he was surprised to find that the taste was extremely good and fresh. We bought and ate them and tasted the taste was extremely good and fresh. We bought and ate them and tasted the taste was extremely good and fresh...
My worthy holiday and an auspicious ceremony in my native

My native is a village in Bogale Township where the creeks are surrounded. Most of the people there are naturally swimming experts. Even a six year old girl, my younger sister can swim without any floating object.

When I arrive at my native it was nearly midnight and approaching the early morning of Thingyan Eve. In the Thingyan Eve, not only my house but also all the houses in the village welcomed Thagyamin (King of Deva) with Thingyan pot, an earthen pot featuring with Thabyay leaves, palm leaves, coconut leaves and etc.

In this morning, the people of our village gathered at the monastery to celebrate their auspicious religious ceremony (Shinbyu Alu) in which over one hundred men and boys are novitiated and ordained. That is a great communal novitiation and ordination ceremony of our village, we, our village is celebrated in every three years.

The eve of the Alu was finished yesterday. Now is the big day of Alu. It started with a procession called the shinlaung hle pwe from the monastery to the whole village, the shinlaung, novice-to-be on the shoulderered men and basin, monk-to-be on the chairs shouldered by four men each. The shinlaung and basin are shield from sun by a gold umbrella and led by the family and his proud parents carrying the monastic robes and pareikha shippa, eight requisites. The head of the procession is Hayman Oo Dobat troup (a folk or traditional music band of Hayman Village).

I also volunteered at the Alu, shouldering my cousin (bazin). The spectators along the village road donated foods and juices to the volunteers at the Alu. In the evening, I visited to my grandparents’ home and the föloos. In the following day I returned to Yangon. One thing I come to know after returning native this holiday is returning native in the holiday is good for everyone who working away from their family and relatives. It not only helps them to relax and it also provides them to make deeper connections with their old friends and relatives.

Why do we have to say politely...

Daniel

Technological University (Hmawbi)

“If you order our products with comments that contain the words ‘PLEASE’, we will give ten percent discount for your order.”

This is the post I had seen on the Facebook for a couple of months ago and it was for retailing the jewelry/rings/of a showroom of a foreign country. And its ideas really aimed at people to use the gentle and polite words “Please” as people from the countries where English language is the native tongue think that this is a good way to say and express good manners. And English people tend to say “Mind your P’s and Q’s” (P is for Please and Q is for Thank you in here) when someone or a child is saying the bad or swear words in front of them.

Even in our country, Myanmar, we can hear that our parents and grand parents often tell us to use polite and gentle words when we are communicat-
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